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INSTALLATION

When the flooring is received, please keep in mind that during the transportation the product might have been damaged.
Please check it carefully before handling. Due to possible temperature variations during the haulage, we recommend leaving the product 
in the room where it is going to be installed, for at least 24 hours before the works.
Please check that the flooring has no defects. If so, you should notify PaviFLEX about the incidence, either by phone +34 965403300 
or by email info@paviflex.es and agree a solution with us for the damaged tiles before start installing.

BEFORE INSTALLING
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Thanks for choosing PaviFLEX.

We are very pleased to be part of your Fitness equipment. We are committed to provide nothing but an excellent product at a reasonable 
price, accurate on-time deliveries, and the customer service that you deserve.
For any queries you can always contact us by telephone: +34 965403300 or by email: info@paviflex.es. Our customer service staff will 
always be there to assist you. 

Thanking you again for choosing PaviFLEX as your Gym Flooring and Mats. It will always be our pleasure to provide you with the best. 

DEAR CUSTOMER,

Yours truly, PaviFLEX Team.
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The surface where PaviFLEX is going to be installed must be solid, flat, and 
clean.
PaviFLEX can be fixed on any type of surface (concrete, wood, stone, etc.).
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As simple and easy as interlocking the puzzle mats, PaviFLEX do not need to be 
glued to the floor providing by this way and extra shock absorption and energy 
rebound at training time.

We will place the puzzle tiles in the setting up area and start interlocking 
them from the center of the room outwards in the clockwise direction. When 
reaching the walls or columns, the tiles must be cut straight (we can also 
supply straight tiles) and a free gap must be left between the tiles and the 
walls or columns. 
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Our product absorbs impact and return the energy when training, so it works. To provide the best performance, it is essential that a 
dilation free space is left between the tiles and the walls or columns.  The dilation margin will depend on the sqm dimension of the 
setting up area (Approx. 2mm per lineal meter). If such free margin is not taken into consideration, tiles could put up due to expansion 
and contraction.
Once the flooring has been properly installed, we will place the equipment and check that the dilation margin remains. In case that the 
free margin has been reduced due to the equipment weight, we will have to cut again the external tile edges to keep the 2cm margin 
of dilation.
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INSTALLATION

EASY
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW INSTALLATION

OR SCAN QR CODE  

HOW TO INSTALL
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WARNING:
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BOTTOM SIDE
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The correct placement of our ECO flooring during the 
installation will avoid black color-scheme differences due to the 
light reflection.

To avoid this, all flooring tiles should be placed with the 
orientation marking in the same position as shown in the layout 
plan below. 

PLEASE NOTE:
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* Installation diagram at the bottom

ECO FLOORING
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INSTALLATION
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JONTEC FORWARD
or similar

DO ������� ON 
EVA FLOORING

(DO ������� ON EVA FLOORING)

(DO ������� ON EVA FLOORING)

JONTEC TENSOL
or similar

(T)(F)

CLEANING
FLOORING MAINTENANCE

MATERIAL
NEEDED

POST-INSTALLATION

DAILY CLEANING
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DEEP CLEANING
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VACUUM BUCKET MICROFIBRE 
MOP (x3)

WARM WATER STIFF BRUSH
(Medium strength bridtles)

CLOTH

50 ml Jontec FORWARD for each liter 
of solution. (1L. per 15m2)

200 ml Jontec FORWARD for each liter 
of solution.(1L. per 15m2)

25 ml Jontec TENSOL for each liter of solution. (1L. per 25m2)

The Scrubber drier can be used for these steps.

The Scrubber drier can be used for these steps.

*In case of specific stains such as: dried cement, plaster, etc. Please contact: ��������	�����

The Scrubber drier can be used for these steps.

Scrub the solution

Vacuum

Vacuum

Vacuum

Leave to dry completely.

Perform
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Apply with microfibre mop. Use different mops for different 
products (including water).
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ATTENTION: DO ������� ABRASSIVE PRODUCTS. 

OR

SCRUBBER DRYER

WHITE CONTACT PAD*
(for post-installation 
& daily cleaning)

RED CONTACT PAD*
(for deep cleaning)

Apply with microfibre mop. Use 
different mops for different 
products (including water).

Wait 10 min. 
��!���		�"
it to dry.

Rinse well with clean warm water 
as many times as necessary to 
ensure elimination

Leave to dry 
completely.

Apply with microfibre mop. 
Use different mops for 
different products 
(including water).

Wait 5 min. 
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it to dry.

Wait 5 min. 
��!���		�"
it to dry.

Rinse well with clean 
warm water as many times 
as necessary to ensure 
elimination

Leave to dry 
completely.
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PAVIFLEXGUARANTEE
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The merchandise must not be exposed to the sun light, direct rain, or temperatures over 40ºC. 
Before the installation, the manufacturer must be advised of any noticeable defects on the sheet surface. The duty of the manufacturer 
is replacing the damaged sheets. Due to the manufacturing process, the tiles might show a slight variation in color or sheen on their 
surface which should not be in any case considered as a defect.
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The surface / ground where the paving is going to be installed 
must be completely flat and smooth to avoid any intervals 
when assembling the pieces together.
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The paving cannot be exposed to temperatures over 40ºC.
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The areas exposed to a higher level of sun exposure can un-
dergo changes such as loss of sheen, etc…In case that the 
installation is located besides a window or any other area 
where the sunlight exposure would affect the paving, it must 
somehow be protected to avoid the tiles getting into tempe-
ratures higher than 40 ºC. 

All our rubber products (except TurFLEX) are indoors as for an 
outdoor use they could undergo changes in color or malforma-
tion.

These products are subject to a minimum expansion and con-
traction due to temperature conditions.

As a general specification, when installing the flooring a di-
lation free space have to be left between the tiles and the 
walls or columns.  The dilation margin will depend on the sqm 
dimension of the setting up area (Approx. 2mm per lineal me-
ter). If such free margin is not taken into consideration, tiles 
could put up due to expansion and contraction.
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The easiest way to make sure that the installation is carried 
out in the correct way, is starting the installation from the 
center going outwards filling the area in a clockwise radial 
order. To adjust the sheets in the end areas or those located 
against a wall or pillar, a cutting line must be marked, making 
a small incision with a knife going over it by several times.

5�0��� 4 It is strictly NOT recommended attaching any struc-
ture to the flooring surface that requires screwing.
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PaviFLEX Gym Flooring is a product with exclusive application to sport activities, and consequently stepping on should be made with 
proper sport shoes, with rubber soles except for PaviFLEX Tatami (designed for Martial Arts and Stretching) as well as PaviFLEX Junior 
(designed for children’s playgrounds) which are to be used barefoot. 
PaviFLEX Tatami & PaviFLEX Junior are not resistant to any structures or machinery. Special care should be taken by not unloading heavy 
merchandise with sharp ends that could eventually mark and break the surface, not recovering its original appearance.

The guarantee would become null and voided whenever any of the terms previously exposed have not been complied such as using the 
wrong footwear, using abrasive cleaning products, and/or giving the flooring a use other than the one for which it has been designed for.


